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ABSTRACT

We report updated results from the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph spectroscopic sensitiv-
ity monitoring programs utilizing data taken through the end of Cycle 17 and beginning
of Cycle 18. Earlier results (reported in Osten et al. 2010) had indicated a wavelength-
dependent decline of the FUV sensitivity which was worse at longer wavelengths. Since
mid-March 2010, the rate of this sensitivity decline has become much smaller and mostly
wavelength independent, and the rate of decline is now between2 and 5%/year for all
Far-Ultraviolet (FUV) gratings with sufficient signal to characterize. The character-
istics of the FUV sensitivity decline are consistent with degradation of the quantum
efficiency of the CsI photocathode of the FUV detector. The initial steep decline may
have been caused by water vapor outgassing after COS’s installation, while the sub-
sequent decline may be due to exposure to ambient atomic oxygen present at HST’s
orbital altitude. New FUV Time-Dependent Sensitivity (TDS)reference files have been
delivered to correct the pipeline flux calibration, however,even after the application of
these TDS corrections there remain discrepancies in the absolute flux calibration which
appear to depend on central wavelength and FP-POS, and can be up to 5–10%. Further
investigation reveals that some of this discrepancy may be due to additional sensitivity
degradation during initial on-orbit operations. As reported in Osten et al. (2010), the
two NUV bare-aluminum gratings (G225M and G285M) are also showing sensitivity
declines, which appear to continue trends seen during groundtesting, and which may
be due to ongoing evolution of an oxide layer. In contrast, the throughputs of the NUV
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gratings coated with MgF2 (G185M and G230L) remain stable, showing little to no sen-
sitivity decline. The NUV bare-aluminum sensitivity decline appears to be a continuing
trend from that seen on the ground.
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1. Introduction

Osten et al. (2010) reported on the initial discovery of a sensitivity decline in some spec-
troscopic modes of the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) in the first nine months
in Cycle 17, from September 2009 to May 2010. Those findings indicated that two
NUV gratings which are bare-Aluminum were experiencing wavelength-independent
but grating-dependent efficiency declines of−3.3± 0.3%/year and−10.8± 0.2%/year,
respectively, for the G225M and G285M gratings. Additionally, all FUV gratings were
exhibiting a wavelength-dependent decline in sensitivity, having the largest rates of sen-
sitivity degradation at the longest wavelengths (∼5.5%/year at 1200̊A, ∼12%/year at
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1700Å). The FUV sensitivity decline also appeared to be both grating- and segment-
dependent. These data were used to define time-dependent sensitivity (TDS) reference
files for use within the pipeline flux calibration of COS datasets, which were delivered
in July 2010.

Monitoring of the spectroscopic sensitivity continued through the end of Cycle 17
and into Cycle 18. This ISR reports on additional data obtained through the beginning
of January, 2011. The relative sensitivity as a function of time is determined through
repeated monitoring of spectrophotometric white dwarf standard stars in the same con-
figurations. One-dimensional extracted spectra of net count rate versus wavelength for
each epoch are used, and ratioed to the initial spectrum of the same grating/central wave-
length. The ratioed spectra are then averaged in wavelengthand plotted as a function of
time. The uncertainty in each measurement is determined by computation of the stan-
dard error of the mean only, and no attempt is made to include systematic errors. See
Osten et al. (2010) for more details.

2. Sensitivity Monitoring of the FUV Channel

The sensitivity monitoring of the FUV channel continued in Cycle 17 in program 11897
and in Cycle 18 as program 12424. As discussed in Osten et al. (2010), when the
sensitivity decline was first noticed in Cycle 17, the monitoring cadence of the medium-
resolution FUV gratings was increased to monthly for 3 central wavelengths of G130M
and 3 central wavelengths of G160M. Quarterly monitoring ofG160M in Cycle 17
retained observations in all 5 central wavelengths. In Cycle18 only the bluest, reddest,
and middle central wavelengths of the medium-resolution gratings are monitored, all
on a monthly basis. The G140L grating continues to have two central wavelengths
monitored monthly. Exposure times were increased where feasible, to continue to retain
data with a SNR=30 per resel at the middle of the detector. The Appendix lists the
additional exposures used in the sensitivity monitoring from June 2010 on; the last
observations analyzed in this document were obtained at theend of December 2010.

Another update was a switch to using a new central wavelengthin the G140L
grating. During SMOV, it was determined that in the G140L/1230 central wavelength,
FP-POS =4 position, zeroth order light from the lamp falls onthe detector, and this
became disallowed. A new central wavelength, 1280, was defined so that the equivalent
wavelength range was obtained as in a prior setup of the 1230 central wavelength. In
particular, the G140L/1230 FP-POS=3 setting used in the Cycle 17 FUV sensitivity
monitoring program is equivalent to G140L/1280 FP-POS=4. The first few monitoring
observations in Cycle 18 used G140L/1280 FP-POS=3, before switching the setting of
G140L/1280 FP-POS=4. These data points are shown in figures displaying the TDS
behavior, but are not used in the construction of any new reference files.

In June 2010 the zero-point for the wavelength scale of G140L/1230 segment B
was updated, leading to a large wavelength shift of 158Å compared to the previously
used value. The wavelength span in the G140L/1230 segment B over which averages
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were taken was also expanded slightly, and these two effectsnow lead to the wavelength
range quoted for G140L/1230 segment B to be 1100-1125Å rather than the 955-970̊A
quoted in Osten et al. (2010).

Another change in the processing of COS FUV spectral data for sensitivity moni-
toring is the use ofx1dsumspectral files. In March 2010 the calcos pipeline was updated
so that portions of the spectra which contain gridwire shadows are excluded when con-
structingx1dsumfiles from individual x1d spectra. Note that grid wire flats have been
delivered for G130M and G160M data (April 7, 2011), althoughthey were not used in
this analysis. The effect of the gridwire shadow is to decrease the flux by as much as
20% in a region of∼ 50 pixels occurring every∼840 pixels. Only a single FP-POS
is obtained in the monitoring observations at a given grating and central wavelength,
so thex1dsumfiles do not contain data in these regions. However, the use ofmultiple
central wavelengths ensures that the complete wavelength span is monitored.

In quantifying the change in sensitivity with time, an average performed over
smaller wavelength bins was needed to discern finer trends with wavelength. In Osten
et al. (2010), an average was computed over the breadth of each spectral segment, or
100Å sections for the G140L grating. Here averaging was done over smaller wavelength
bins (5Å for medium-resolution gratings, and 20Å for low-resolution gratings), with
the capability to average over the broader wavelengths retained. Fits are done to the
sensitivity versus time in each wavelength bin (and the slope and intercept for each
retained), but this results in a large number of plots. For simplicity, only the summary
of slopes by wavelength for each grating is shown here.

As reported in Proffitt et al. (2011), several investigations have been done looking
into the origin and nature of the sensitivity decline on the FUV detectors. The sensitivity
decline appears not to be localized to the region of the detector where the spectra are
currently being obtained: placing the spectra on physically different parts of the detector
did not result in any appreciable change in sensitivity. Noris there evidence that the
response is affected by the number of photons that have fallen on a localized region of
the detector, as long as the gain remains sufficiently high that generated events are above
the PHA detection threshold (see§2.1).

2.1 Apparent Dependence of the Sensitivity Decline on Pulse Height Threshold

In 2010, it became apparent that the COS FUV detectors were experiencing a phe-
nomenon called gain sag, which leads to an apparent sensitivity decline and is local
in nature (Sahnow 2011). These losses are dependent on the amount of charge that has
been extracted from given regions of the detector and therefore are related to the number
of photons that have been collected in specific regions of thedetector. The pipeline now
routinely filters all data with a minimum pulse height of 2 (effective Dec. 22, 2010),
and the voltage has been raised to its original value on orbit(as of March 10, 2011).
These two changes mitigate the decline in sag at the current spectral locations. The
sensitivity decline persists even after correcting for this effect, indicating that these two
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effects have different underlying causes. As long as the events are detected (i.e. have a
pulse height above the minimum of 0), they can be recovered, and the general sensitivity
decline can be separated from any apparent localized sensitivity decline due to gain sag.

2.2 Evidence of a Change in the Rate of Sensitivity Decline

As more sensitivity monitor data accumulated during mid-2010, it became apparent that
there was a change in the rate of the sensitivity decline. This revealed itself as a marked
decrease in the rate of sensitivity decline. Whereas before there was a strong dependence
on wavelength, with the longest FUV wavelengths showing thelargest rate of decline,
now the rate of decline has decreased and is nearly wavelength-independent. This is
most obvious in the G160M gratings, and at the longest wavelengths of G140L. Figure 1
demonstrates this break with two 20Å sections of the G140L/1105 spectral data. The
short wavelength region shows only a marginal decrease in the rate of sensitivity decline,
−5.3 ± 0.5%/year before 2010.2 compared to−3.2 ± 0.3%/year afterwards. At longer
wavelengths, however, the change is more dramatic: the bottom panel of Figure 1 shows
the relative sensitivity versus time for a bin from 1560-1580 Å, for which the sensitivity
decline was−13.2± 1.1%/year prior to 2010.2, and−3.6± 0.5%/year after 2010.2. In
order to characterize this behavior, the data were fit with two piecewise linear continuous
segments. Different values of the breakpoint were investigated, as well as whether there
was a wavelength dependence to the value of the breakpoint, and no evidence for either
was found, so all data are fit with two linear slopes where there is sufficient data on both
sides of the break to constrain a slope.

2.3 Summary of FUV TDS trends

The TDS trends, expressed as the rate of sensitivity change versus wavelength, for the
periods before and after 2010.2 are displayed in Figures 2 and 3 for all FUV gratings.
All central wavelengths of G140L and G130M used in the monitoring data are included.
The middle two central wavelengths of G160M (1589 and 1611Å) were not included,
because there were only two monitoring observations since 2010.2, and a slope and error
could not be determined from these data. The early data showed a strong wavelength
dependence, whereas the data after the break show very little wavelength dependence,
being between−2 and−5%/year. The longest wavelengths of the G140L grating show
considerable scatter in the rates of degradation, which is likely due to the low count rate
in this wavelength range (< 0.2 cps longward of 1800̊A and the contribution of second
order light beyond about 2150̊A). A new TDS reference file was constructed using
these values, from several different central wavelengths,and fitting a smooth polynomial
function to the slopes versus wavelength for each grating and detector segment. The
B segment of G140L/1230 has only one wavelength range (1100–1125 Å) and so a
constant value is used in the reference file for this data. Thenew reference file applies to
all data since on-orbit operations began, as the earlier TDSreference file only included
one slope (using data taken up through May 2010) and so reported shallower rates of
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the change in the rate of sensitivity decline of the FUV
detectors. Both plots show the change in relative sensitivity versus time for two 20̊A
sections of the spectrum in G140L/1105Å. The stars are the individual relative sensitiv-
ity measurements, with error bars indicated with “top-hat”-style symbols. The solid line
shows the piecewise linear fit to the data, with the fit required to be continuous at the
break of 2010.2. The dotted line shows the extrapolation of the linear fit from early times
to later times, while the dashed line shows the extrapolation of the linear fit from late
times to early times. The slopes and errors derived for each segment of time are listed in
the figure. The top panel shows the behavior over the 1260-1280 Å wavelength range,
where the difference between the rates of decline is small (−5.3± 0.5%/year before the
break compared to−3.2 ± 0.3%/year after the break). The bottom panel shows the be-
havior over the 1560-1580̊A wavelength range, where the difference between the rates
of decline is larger (−13.2 ± 1.1%/year before 2010.2 compared to−3.6 ± 0.5%/year
after the break).

degradation for early data.

Investigations have been performed into the origin of the initially rather dras-
tic sensitivity decline. The sensitivity decline seen prior to mid-March 2010 appears
consistent with the expected behavior of contamination from outgassing products af-
ter installation on HST. The sense of the sensitivity decline (strong function of wave-
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length) indicates degradation of the quantum efficiency of the CsI photocathode on the
front microchannel plate of the COS windowless detector. This was an environmental
factor (likely water vapor) with a short time-scale, havingdisappeared in about nine
months from COS’s initial turn-on in orbit. The second trend is a modest sensitivity
decline which exhibits a nearly wavelength-independent behavior, and is stable over the
nine months reported here since 2010.2. This may be due to contamination by atomic
oxygen at the altitude of HST, although to date no apparent correlation between the
time-dependence of the post-March 2010 sensitivity decline and the atmospheric oxy-
gen density at the orbital altitude of HST has been observed.The amount of oxygen
at the orbital altitude of HST will be monitored independently, and coordinated with
continued spectroscopic sensitivity monitoring.

Figure 2. Summary of the COS FUV time-dependent sensitivity trends, asseen in sen-
sitivity monitor data taken prior to 2010.2, when evidence of a change in the rate of
sensitivity decline became evident (see§3.2). Gratings and segments are illustrated
with different colors and symbols. A minimum pulse-height threshold of 2 was applied
to the data. It is apparent that there is a wavelength- and grating-dependent sensitivity
decline occurring.
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Figure 3.Summary of the COS FUV time-dependent sensitivity trends, asseen in sensi-
tivity monitor data taken after 2010.2, when evidence of a change in the rate of sensitiv-
ity decline became evident (see§3.2). Symbols are as in Figure 2. The rate of sensitivity
decline has decreased dramatically, and the wavelength dependence has become more
grey.

2.4 Testing the TDS Reference File and Accuracy of the FUV Flux Calibration

Once the reference file was constructed, it was tested on the sensitivity monitoring data
to ensure self-consistency. The sensitivity monitoring data were re-processed with this
new test reference file, and spectra after flux calibration (which includes TDS correc-
tion) were ratioed and averaged in a similar manner to that done originally to the count
rate spectra. Linear fits were performed to these averages versus time, to confirm that
no subsequent temporal dependence remained, and histograms were computed of the
residuals. For the G140L data, the scatter in the corrected data is±3% and for the
G130M and G160M data, the scatter in the corrected data is±2%. The new FUV TDS
reference file was installed in CDBS on March 18, 2011 and is now used in routine
pipeline processing of COS FUV data. Ongoing monitoring shows no new trends.

The testing also consisted of comparing the TDS-corrected fluxes with those of
a reference spectrum including additional calibration data. Table 1 lists the data used
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for this. For this check the reference spectrum was either a model spectrum or a low
resolution flux-calibrated STIS spectrum taken from the CDBS CALSPEC1. Obser-
vations in the sensitivity monitoring programs typically utilized only a single FP-POS
per central wavelength, whereas other calibration programs have accumulated spectra
of standard stars at multiple FP-POS in several central wavelengths. These exposures
generate much higher signal-to-noise combined spectra. The use of multiple targets, as
well as data obtained at different times, confirms the removal of any time-dependent
trends, while revealing any large-scale effects in the initial flux calibration. In particular
the use of DB white dwarfs, which have a spectral energy distribution peaked towards
longer FUV wavelengths, and which lack the strong hydrogen absorption lines typical of
DA white dwarfs, provide a good comparison with the DA white dwarfs for examining
agreement in flux calibration.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the deviations between the referencespectrum and flux
calibrated COS spectra (in percent) versus wavelength for central wavelengths where
multiple stars can be used to check the flux calibration. Additional central wavelengths
of G130M and G160M are shown in the Appendix. The sensitivitymonitoring data is
shown in grey, and other spectra are shown with red and/or blue. These plots reveal
that there are deviations in the absolute flux calibration which can reach 5–10% locally.
The discrepancy at wavelengths below 1160Å in G130M may additionally be due to
inconsistencies in the STIS FUV flux calibration at these wavelengths. The accuracy
of the flux calibration in segment B of G140L appears to be low,and is not plotted
here. These residuals indicate the need for a flux calibration that depends on the central
wavelength and FP-POS used with a certain grating. This has been recognized, and
work is in progress to deliver a flux calibration reference file appropriate for each FUV
central wavelength and FP-POS.

2.5 Sensitivity Trends During Initial On-Orbit Operations

Massa et al. (2010) noted an apparent inconsistency of the order of a few percent be-
tween flux calibration using LDS749B and WD1057+719 (and GD 71). However, we
find similar trends with different targets (Figure 5 compares three different targets). In
particular LDS749B shows the same pattern of residuals as other standard stars, which
contrasts with the behavior noted in Massa et al. (2010), in which LDS749B appeared
to be brighter than the other two standards by about 3%, for observations taken with
the G160M grating. The observations of LDS749B used to construct the absolute flux
calibration were taken approximately one month before the observations against which
they were compared in the analysis of Massa et al. (2010). We investigated the early
time observations of LDS749B discussed in Massa et al. (2010) with the hypothesis that
the discrepancy may be due to an initial unrecognized early decline in sensitivity.

In the spectroscopic sensitivity program 11897, regular monitoring observations
of the spectrophotometric white dwarf standard stars were obtained, in addition to ob-

1http : //www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/cdbs/calspec.html
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Figure 4. Comparison of flux calibrated COS spectra (using the TDS reference file
described here) with reference spectrum of the target in CALSPEC, plotted as a per-
centage difference versus wavelength, for the G140L grating. The flux-calibrated COS
spectra arex1dsumfiles, and the wavelengths where gridwire shadows occur are miss-
ing from the final spectra. Data for the 1105 central wavelength are plotted on the top
panel, while data for the A segment of 1230 central wavelength are on the bottom panel.
The spectra are smoothed heavily to illustrate general trends in flux calibration. The
sensitivity monitor data are shown in shades of grey, while the absolute flux calibration
target LDS749B is shown in red. Data used in this plot are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Comparison of flux-calibrated COS spectra with appropriate reference spec-
tra, for the 1291 central wavelength of the G130M grating. Data from segment A are
shown in the top panel, and data from segment B are shown in thebottom panel. Data
used in this plot are summarized in Table 1. See§2.4 for details.
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Figure 6. Comparison of flux-calibrated COS spectra with appropriate reference spec-
tra, for the 1577 central wavelength of the G160M grating. Data from segment A are
shown in the top panel, and data from segment B are shown in thebottom panel. Data
used in this plot are summarized in Table 1. See§2.4 for details.
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Table 1. Data Used to Test the COS FUV TDS Reference File

Star Reference Program Cenwave # FP-POS Obs’n Date notes

– G130M –

WD0947+857 STIS spectrum 11897, 12424 1291, 1309, 1327 1 Sept. 15, 2009 - Dec. 20, 2010 DA white dwarf
used to create ref. file

LDS749B model in calspec 11897 1291, 1327 1 June 5, 2010 DB white dwarf
WD0320-539 STIS spectrum 12086 1291, 1327 4 July 28, 2010 DA white dwarf

– G160M –

WD1057+719 model 11897, 12424 1577, 1600, 1623 1 Sept. 8, 2009- Dec. 20, 2010 used to create ref. file
DA white dwarf

” ” 12086 1577, 1623 4 August 1, 2010 ”
” ” 12432 1577 4 Dec. 21, 2010 ”, low voltage visit
LDS749B model 11897 1600, 1623 1 Nov. 14, 2009 DB white dwarf

– G140L –

WD0947+857 STIS spectrum 11897, 12424 1105, 1230,1280 1 Sept. 15, 2009 -Dec. 20, 2010 DA white dwarf
used to create ref. file

LDS749B model 11897 1105, 1230 1 June 5, 2010 DB white dwarf
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servations at selected cenwaves of the standard LDS749B used in the initial flux calibra-
tion. These visits of LDS749B were “tied” to a sensitivity monitor observation, being
performed within 12 hours of the execution of a sensitivity monitor visit. These obser-
vations can be used to place LDS749B and the sensitivity monitor target on a common
scale, by establishing a ratio of count rates which can be used for other observations
of LDS749B. We used this strategy for the G160M/1600 and G140L/1230 settings. We
used the exposures listed in Table 1 of Massa et al. (2010), the observations of LDS749B
noted in Osten et al. (2010). In addition we used the exposures from visit 01 of pro-
gram 11492 (taken on July 14, 2009) obtained after the NUV dispersed light acquisition
and confirmation image. The exposures from July 14, 2009 use the original operating
voltage; the voltage on the FUV detectors was lowered from its initial on-orbit value
on August 5, 2009, due to the gain being higher than expected.All subsequent expo-
sures analyzed in this document were made at the lowered voltage value. Initially it
was thought that such voltage changes might affect the sensitivity at the several percent
level, but tests done in Dec. 2010 of the sensitivity at the initial high-voltage level and
the lowered value show only a∼1% difference. Therefore we included these early data
from July 2009 at high voltage to extend the time baseline. Figure 7 shows the results
for the G160M/1600 central wavelength. It appears to corroborate the idea that during
the time between the observations used to establish the absolute flux calibration (indi-
cated by an arrow in the figure), and the initial sensitivity monitoring observation (the
first star), the relative sensitivity may have changed by up to 4%. The TDS reference
file uses slopes derived from the monitoring observations, with intercepts calculated
back to October, 2003, and this difference may contribute part of the discrepancy noted
in §2.4 between the flux-calibrated spectra and reference spectra. This affects the data
by at most a few percent. The new flux calibration will be a consistent treatment of
the absolute flux calibration and the relative flux calibration from sensitivity monitoring
observations.

3. Sensitivity Monitoring of the NUV Channel

The spectroscopic sensitivity monitoring of the NUV channels has continued, in cal-
ibration programs 11896 and 12421 (Cycle 17 and Cycle 18, respectively). In Cycle
17, all gratings except G185M were observed monthly (G185M begin observed quar-
terly). Although Osten et al. (2010) did determine that the G225M and G285M gratings
were experiencing significant sensitivity declines, the rates appeared to be following a
linear trend which shows no change to date. Because only a small percentage of obser-
vations in Cycle 18 requested NUV gratings for science observations, and the rate of
degradation of the bare-Al gratings appeared to be stable, we cut back on the number of
observations in the spectroscopic sensitivity monitoringprogram so that the observing
frequency is quarterly in Cycle 18. Exposures obtained from June 2010 through the
beginning of January 2011 are listed in the Appendix. The exposure times remain the
same as they were in the Cycle 17 calibration program. The requirement was to obtain
a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) near 30 at the central wavelength, and we determined that
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Figure 7. Relative sensitivity of the COS FUV detector as a function of time, by
combining data from the sensitivity monitoring program andearly observations of the
WD standard LDS749B. Stars show the data points of the sensitivity monitor target
WD1057+719, which are ratioed and averaged in a similar manner to that described in
Osten et al. (2010). Triangles indicate observations of thestandard LDS749B. Data
points with a “T” show the time of the tied observation, in which WD1057+719 and
LDS749B were observed within 12 hours of each other. The ratio of count rates at
this time was applied to the early observations of LDS749B. The first observation of
LDS749B (taken on July 14, 2009 as part of visit 1 of program 11492) is shown as a
cyan triangle to indicate that it was taken at a higher operating voltage. The arrow in-
dicates the timing of the observations of LDS749B used to determine the absolute flux
calibration of COS. The dashed line shows the TDS trends determined for WD1057+719
alone, with a break at 2010.2, while the solid line shows a fit to the WD1057+719 and
LDS749B data, with a break at an earlier time (2009.75). Thisbreak at 2009.75 was
done for illustrative purposes to investigate the initial sensitivity decline. Adding these
LDS749B data in shows that the initial decline was occurringat a steep rate. The top
panel displays data for segment A, averaged over 1610–1770Å, while the bottom panel
displays data for segment B, averaged over 1410–1580Å.
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Table 2. NUV Sensitivity Monitoring Summary

Grating Sloperef. Slopewt.mean

%/year %/year

G230L −1.1 −0.07 ± 0.05

G185M −0.8 +0.71±0.07
G225M −3.3 −2.73 ± 0.03

G285M −10.8 −11.55 ± 0.04

even with the sensitivity degradation experienced up to thestart of Cycle 18, this con-
dition was still satisfied. As discussed in Osten et al. (2010), pixels on the left edge of
the NUV detector are excluded due to variable vignetting.

The TDS results for one selected central wavelength of each NUV grating are dis-
played in Figures 8 and 9. Plots for the remaining central wavelengths can be found
in the Appendix. The averaging in wavelength is done over each stripe, and is the
same as that discussed in Osten et al. (2010). The weighted mean of the G185M
slopes is 0.71±0.07%/year, for G225M it is−2.73 ± 0.03%/year, for G285M it is
−11.55±0.04%/year, and for G230L it is−0.07 ± 0.05%/year. For comparison, the
numbers currently in use in the TDS reference file are listed in Table 2. The updated
numbers indicate only slight corrections, which will be implemented in an update to
the NUV TDS reference file in the near future. The cause of thisdegradation appears
to be due to exposure to oxygen, which caused formation of an Al2O3 layer. This was
detected on the ground, and the persistence of the trends to date on orbit suggests a
continuation. This will continue to be monitored.

4. Summary and Implications for Cycle 19

Figure 10 displays the current rates of degradation being observed in all spectroscopic
channels of COS, and are derived from the spectroscopic sensitivity monitoring de-
scribed in this document. Because the rate at which the sensitivity is declining in the
FUV has changed, we also plot in Figure 11 the cumulative amount of sensitivity decline
as a function of wavelength up through the beginning of 2011 for all channels (relative
to the initial value when the sensitivity monitoring program commenced). For data from
the FUV channel (except G140L/1230) the last sensitivity monitor observations of 2010
(Dec. 20, 2010) were used, and for data from the NUV channel the sensitivity monitor
observations on Jan. 6, 2011 were used. As noted above, the first three observations of
the G140L/1280 central wavelength in Cycle 18 program 12424 used the FP-POS=3 po-
sition, which is not equivalent to that of G140L/1230 FP-POS=3. For this reason, data
from this central wavelength plotted on Figure 11 taken on Sept. 27, 2010 is shown.
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Figure 8. TDS results for the MgF2-coated gratings.(left) TDS results for the 2635̊A
central wavelength setting of G230L. Spectral stripes A through C are plotted from top
to bottom, respectively. The wavelength ranges used in averaging each stripe are listed
in the title to each sub-plot, while the slopes and errors from a linear fit to the data for
each stripe are listed in the sub-plot.(right) TDS results for G185M 1921̊A central
wavelength. Format is the same as in the plots to the left.
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Figure 9. TDS results for the bare aluminum-coated gratings.(left) TDS results for
G225M 2186Å central wavelength.(right) TDS results for G285M 2617̊A central
wavelength. Format is the same as in Figure 8.
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The initial sensitivity monitoring observations occurredin mid-August 2009 (2009.62)
through mid-September 2009 (2009.71), depending on grating (see the Appendix in Os-
ten et al. (2010)), and so the values shown in Figure 10 indicate the amount of decline
accumulated over≈1.3 years of on-orbit operations.

Figure 10. Summary of the current (as of Jan. 2011) rates of degradationseen in all
spectroscopic channels of COS.
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Figure 11. Plot of the decline in sensitivity as a function of wavelength relative to the
initial measurements in the spectroscopic sensitivity programs. This plot shows how
much the sensitivity has declined relative to the initial measurements in Sept. 2009, for
observations obtained on Dec. 20, 2010 (for the FUV) and on Jan. 6, 2011 (for the
NUV). For the data from the G140L/1230 central wavelength, the value obtained on
Sept. 27, 2010 is shown. Symbols are as in Figure 10.
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Appendix

Table 1 lists the FUV sensitivity monitoring observations from June 2010 through the
end of December 2010.

Table 1.: FUV TDS observations in programs 11897 and 12424, processed with calcos
v2.13.6

Grating Central Wavelength Target Rootname Observation Date texp

(Å) (s)
G140L 1105 WD0947+857 lbb911z6q June 5, 2010 200

LDS749B lbb91tzoq June 5, 2010 740
WD0947+857 lbb912o1q July 3, 2010 200
WD0947+857 lbb913c2q August 2, 2010 200
WD0947+857 lbb914f0q August 30, 2010 200
WD0947+857 lbb915erq Sept. 27, 2010 200
WD0947+857 lbn101i2q Nov. 02, 2010 250
WD0947+857 lbn102zkq Dec. 04, 2010 250
WD0947+857 lbn103afq Dec. 20, 2010 250

G140L 1230 WD0947+857 lbb911z9q June 5, 2010 160
LDS749B lbb91tzqq June 5, 2010 740

WD0947+857 lbb912o3q July 3, 2010 160
WD0947+857 lbb913cdq August 2, 2010 160
WD0947+857 lbb914f2q August 30, 2010 160
WD0947+857 lbb915eyq Sept. 27, 2010 160

12801 WD0947+857 lbn101i5q Nov. 2, 2010 250
12801 WD0947+857 lbn102zoq Dec. 4, 2010 250
12801 WD0947+857 lbn103asq Dec. 20, 2010 250

G130M 1309 WD0947+857 lbb911zbq June 5, 2010 365
WD0947+857 lbb912o5q July 3, 2010 365
WD0947+857 lbb913cfq August 2, 2010 365
WD0947+857 lbb914f4q August 30, 2010 365
WD0947+857 lbb915f0q September 27, 2010365
WD0947+857 lbn101ifq Nov. 2, 2010 445
WD 0947+857 lbn102zrq Dec. 4, 2010 445
WD0947+857 lbn103auq Dec. 20, 2010 445

G130M 1291 WD0947+857 lbb911zdq June 5, 2010 310
LDS749B lbb91tzsq June 5, 2010 1570

WD0947+857 lbb912o7q July 3, 2010 310
WD0947+857 lbb913chq August 2, 2010 310
WD0947+857 lbb914f6q August 30, 2010 310
WD0947+857 lbb915f2q September 27, 2010310
WD0947+857 lbn101ihq Nov. 2, 2010 416

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
Grating Central Wavelength Target Rootname Observation Date texp

(Å) (s)
WD0947+857 lbn102ztq Dec. 4, 2010 416
WD0947+857 lbn103ayq Dec. 20, 2010 416

G130M 1327 WD0947+857 lbb911zfq June 5, 2010 420
LDS749B lbb91tzuq June 5, 2010 1980

WD0947+857 lbb912o9q July 3, 2010 420
WD0947+857 lbb913cjq August 2, 2010 420
WD0947+857 lbb914f8q August 30, 2010 420
WD0947+857 lbb915f4q September 27, 2010420
WD0947+857 lbn101ijq Nov. 2, 2010 481
WD0947+857 lbn102zvq Dec. 4, 2010 481
WD0947+857 lbn103b0q Dec. 20, 2010 481

G160M 1577 WD1057+719 lbb920c1q July 30, 2010 330
WD1057+719 lbb9x3cmq July 30, 2010 330
WD1057+719 lbb9x4aoq August 23, 2010 330
WD1057+719 lbb9x5dvq September 20, 2010330
WD1057+719 lbn120ezq November 1, 2010 413
WD1057+719 lbn121clq November 29, 2010 413
WD1057+719 lbn122ccq Dec. 20, 2010 413

G160M 1600 WD1057+719 lbb920c4q July 30, 2010 390
WD1057+719 lbb9x3cvq July 30, 2010 390
WD1057+719 lbb9x4aqq August 23, 2010 390
WD1057+719 lbb9x5dxq September 20, 2010390
WD1057+719 lbn120f1q November 1, 2010 506
WD1057+719 lbn121crq November 29, 2010 506
WD1057+719 lbn122cgq Dec. 20, 2010 506

G160M 1623 WD1057+719 lbb920c6q July 30, 2010 460
WD1057+719 lbb9x3cxq July 30, 2010 460
WD1057+719 lbb9x4asq August 23, 2010 460
WD1057+719 lbb9x5e3q September 20, 2010460
WD1057+719 lbn120f3q November 1, 2010 584
WD1057+719 lbn121ctq November 29, 2010 584
WD1057+719 lbn122ciq Dec. 20, 2010 584

G160M 1589 WD1057+719 lbb920c8q July 30, 2010 360
G160M 1611 WD1057+719 lbb920cfq July 20, 2010 420
1 Observations made with FP-POS=3 of the G140L/1280 setting,which is not equivalent to FP-POS=3
of the G140L/1230 setting. These data are not used in the construction of the TDS reference file.
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Figure 12. Comparison of flux-calibrated COS spectra with reference spectra, for an
additional central wavelength of G130M. See§2.4 for details.
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Figure 13. Comparison of flux-calibration COS spectra with reference spectra, for an
additional central wavelength of G160M. See§2.4 for details.
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Figure 14. Comparison of flux-calibration COS spectra with reference spectra, for an
additional central wavelength of G160M. See§2.4 for details.
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Table 2 lists the individual observations in the NUV Spectroscopic Sensitivity
Monitoring Program from the beginning of May, 2010 through the beginning of January,
2011.

Table 2.: NUV TDS observations in programs 11896 and 12421, processed with calcos
v2.13.6

Grating Central Wavelength Target Rootname Observation Date texp

G230L 2635 GD153 lbbd11a1q May 31, 2010 54
WD1057+719 lbbd13d6q August 2, 2010 480
WD1057+719 lbbd14b3q August 30, 2010 540
WD1057+719 lbbd15gbq September 27, 2010480
WD1057+719 lbngl1x9q Jan. 6, 2011 540

G230L 2950 GD153 lbbd11apq May 31, 2010 149
WD1057+719 lbbd13d8q August 2, 2010 732
WD1057+719 lbbd14d0q August 30, 2010 738
WD1057+719 lbbd15ggq September 27, 2010732
WD1057+719 lbngl1xiq Jan. 6, 2011 712

G230L 3360 GD153 lbbd11anq May 31, 2010 1716
GD153 lbbd11arq May 31, 2010 2374

WD1057+719 lbbd14d7q August 30, 2010 941
WD1057+719 lbbd14bvq August 30, 2010 953
WD1057+719 lbngl1xdq Jan. 6,2011 913
WD1057+719 lbngl1xnq Jan. 6, 2011 904

G185M 1921 G191B2B lbbda4f1q July 26, 2010 130
G191B2B lbbda5cjq Sept. 18, 2010 130
G191B2B lbngm1xuq Jan. 6, 2011 130

G225M 2186 G191B2B lbbda4f3q July 26, 2010 241
G191B2B lbbdajfcq August 9, 2010 241
G191B2B lbbda5clq Sept. 18, 2010 241
G191B2B lbbdaka5q Oct. 18, 2010 241
G191B2B lbngm1xwq Jan. 6, 2011 241

G225M 2410 G191B2B lbbda4fgq July 26, 2010 225
G191B2B lbbdajfaq August 9, 2010 225
G191B2B lbbda5cqq Sept. 18, 2010 225
G191B2B lbbdaka7q Oct. 18, 2010 225
G191B2B lbngm1y0q Jan. 6, 2011 225

G225M 2306 G191B2B lbbda4f7q July 26, 2010 213
G191B2B lbbda5cnq Sept. 18, 2010 213
G191B2B lbngm1xyq Jan. 6, 2011 213

G285M 2617 G191B2B lbbda4fiq July 26, 2010 330
G191B2B lbbdajfcq August 9, 2010 330

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page
Grating Central Wavelength Target Rootname Observation Date texp

G191B2B lbbda5cwq Sept. 18, 2010 330
G191B2B lbbdaka9q Oct. 18, 2010 330
G191B2B lbngm1y2q Jan. 6, 2011 330

G285M 2739 G191B2B lbbda4fkq Jul 26, 2010 400
G191B2B lbbdajfeq August 9, 2010 440
G191B2B lbbda5cyq Sept. 18, 2010 400
G191B2B lbbdakabq Oct. 18, 2010 440
G191B2B lbngm1y4q Jan. 6, 2011 400

G285M 3094 G191B2B lbbda4fnq July 26, 2010 1230
G191B2B lbbda5d0q Sept. 18, 2010 1230
G191B2B lbngm1y6q Jan. 6, 2011 1230

Figure 15. TDS data for additional central wavelengths of G230L, 2950Å (left) and
3360Å (right) central wavelengths. Format is the same as in Figure 8.
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Figure 16. TDS data for additional central wavelengths of G225M, 2410Å (left) and
2306Å (right) central wavelengths. Format is the same as in Figure 8.
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Figure 17. TDS data for additional central wavelengths of G285M, 2739Å (left) and
3094Å (right) central wavelengths. Format is the same as in Figure 8.
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